Introduction Introduction
The object file framework of Kahneman et al. (1992) holds that the representation of an object's surface features (e.g., color or shape) is bound to a spatial index marking the location of that object. When an object moves, the spatial index is updated to reflect the changed position, and the surface feature information comes to be associated with the new location. Such a mechanism could enable the visual system to establish object correspondence across changes such as object motion or across disruptions such as eye movements.
The primary evidence supporting object file theory has come from paradigms that probe memory for letter stimuli associated with objects. In the standard paradigm, two boxes appear, and two letters appear briefly in the boxes. The empty boxes move to new locations, and a test letter is displayed in one of them. Naming RT is faster when the test letter appears in the same object as it did prior to the movement, an object-specific benefit.
The memory demands of the standard paradigm raise the possibility that the position-bound object memory observed in object file paradigms is one and the same as the visual short-term memory (VSTM) system, particularly considering that VSTM for objects is sensitive to disruptions of spatial position (Hollingworth, submitted; Jiang et al., 2000) .
However, object file theory was originally intended to account for relatively low-level perceptual correspondence (such as in apparent motion), and it is not clear that object file mechanisms apply to higher-level visual memory systems such as VSTM.
Overview of Present Study Overview of Present Study
Goal 1: Determine whether object files and VSTM are the same system by marrying the standard object file paradigm with a change detection paradigm known to depend on VSTM (Luck & Vogel, 1997) .
Goal 2: Establish whether the binding of object feature memory to location is indeed updated to the new location when an object moves. Feature memory at the updated location was compared with memory at the original location. 
Conclusions Conclusions
Object file representations and VSTM object representations constitute the same system.
The binding of object property information to locations is indeed updated with motion of the object. However, object property information also remains bound to the original location, and this latter binding provides efficient access to object features. The object-specific benefit (updated condition faster and more accurate than no correspondence condition) in a VSTM change detection task demonstrates that object file representations and VSTM representations constitute the same system. However, the binding of object features to locations was equally robust at the original and updated locations. This suggests either 1) multiple position-bound representations per object or 2) severe capacity limits on updating (Saiki & Miyatsuji, 2005) .
If participants can update position binding for only a small number of objects, then the updated condition should start to show benefits over the original condition as set size is reduced.
No advantage for updated over original with smaller set size.
Accuracy near ceiling with only two objects. Same trial RT becomes primary dependent measure (e.g., Noles et al., 2005) Even with only two objects to update (as in Kahneman et al., 1992) , memory for object surface properties was more strongly associated with original positions than with updated positions. 
